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CE mark will cease to be recognised in the Great Britain from **1 January 2023**.

Till then, no change for CE marking, if our current Notified Bodies for CE marking are based in the EU27.

The new UKCA marking can be applied since **1 January 2021** in the Great Britain market.

The UKCA marking will apply only to products which are CE marked.

The directives, regulations and standards applied to UKCA marking will be the same as the ones currently applied to CE marking. Then **no retest** needed, if UK approved bodies accept the test reports from the EU Notified Bodies.

A special “UKNI” will be applied in Northern Ireland, in certain conditions, but not subject of this presentation. The CE marking will still be valid in NI after 2022.

The address of the UK manufacturer/importer must appear on the product, or if not possible, on the packaging or instructions manual, similarly as CE marking.
The UKCA granting process will depend on the current type of CE marking:

- For products under the CPR, with third party « notified body », an « approved body », based in the UK, will assess and deliver the UKCA certificates: Panic Exit Devices, Door Closers, fire Locks, ...

- For products under the RED, EMC, RoHS for CE marking, a self « UKCA Declaration of Conformity » will suffice, similarly as the CE marking DoC.

- A new « UKCA Declaration of Performance/ Conformity » will have to be drawn, similarly as the CE marking DoP/ DoC.

- CE marking obtained with ETA still to be stated by the authorities.
No change

Except EU Notified Bodies based in GB not recognised anymore for CE marking
In 2021 and 2022...

- Transition period with both CE and UKCA
- EU « Notified Bodies » based in GB not recognised anymore for CE marking
- GB « Approved Bodies » for UKCA
NB: When a product is sold both in the EU27 and in GB, both the UKCA and CE marks can coexist on the same label, packaging or document.
Take away from this presentation ...

- UKCA obligation is postponed till January 2023
- Mainly “paper” work, no retest in most of the cases
- Be prepared and contact your notified bodies for help if needed
Thank you!

Any questions?